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Abstract 
 
Growth control at different scales is a fundamental aspect of developmental processes. 
Organ-autonomous growth programs, mainly driven by morphogens, play a key role in 
controlling tissue growth in space, while systemic signals coordinate growth activity in time 
and across body parts, therefore adjusting organ growth to environmental and 
developmental cues. We are using Drosophila melanogaster to study how these different 
levels of control are integrated during development to ensure species-specific proportions 
and the robustness of organ size, in physiological conditions and in the face of 
developmental perturbations. I will first discuss our work on the role of hormones in 
mediating inter-organ communication to (i) maintain body proportions upon a local growth 
perturbation and (ii) buffer developmental noise to adjust organ size and ensure bilateral 
symmetry. I will then present ongoing lines of research using the wing primordia to explore 
how organs increase their mass, measure their size, and stop growing appropriately.  
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